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The CR-V was introduced in Japan at Honda Verno dealerships only and was regarded as a
luxury vehicle in Japan due to the exterior width dimensions exceeding Japanese Government
dimension regulations. Upon introduction, the model had only one trim level , which would later
be known as the LX model trim; it was powered by the 2. Outer dimensions for this engine
would be identical to the Integra's 1. The engine used a one-piece cylinder sleeve construction
unique from any other B-series engine. The chassis was a unibody design with fully
independent suspension. The front suspension was double-wishbone, while the rear used a
trailing arm-based multilink system. Inside, the rear seats were able to fold down, and a picnic
table was stowed in the rear floor area. All models featured plastic cladding covering the front
bumper , rear bumper, and fender wells. In most countries, CR-Vs had a chrome grille; however,
in the United States, the grille was made out of the same black plastic as the bumpers. Exterior
alterations included a new front bumper, smoothed off rear bumper, and a smaller plastic radio
antenna on the rear of the roof. New dark blue pearl and red pearl shades replaced the former
solid red and metallic blue hues. European models received an enlarged Honda emblem on the
front grille, and a new metallic yellow paint in certain markets. The engine was changed to the 2.
This 16 percent boost in power resulted to a faster mph of 8. In , a Special Edition model was
introduced in North America. Until , the CR-V sold more than any other vehicle in its class. The
Australian higher specification model was called the "Sport". It was added at the time of the first
facelift and included body-colored bumpers, mirrors, door handles, and hard rear spare wheel
cover. It also included alloy wheels, roof rails, and a large glass sunroof. Even though the car's
structure received an acceptable rating, the overall car received a marginal rating as the
dummy's left leg would have been broken. In addition to this lower body injury, the dummy's
head went through the airbag which may have caused a minor concussion. The chest was well
protected. Models equipped with an automatic transmission now had an overdrive cancel
button that allowed the driver to lock the transmission in the first three gears to provide power
for passing and climbing grades, known as "Grade Logic. The second generation CR-V, which
went on sale on November 12, [9] was a full redesign, based on the seventh generation Civic,
and powered by the K24A1 engine. Second generation CR-Vs in countries outside of North
America were again offered in both "low specification" and "high specification" variants, with
the latter featuring body-colored bumpers and fittings. It also now did not require the glass
hatch to be opened before the swinging door. Changes between model years , , and were minor,
involving an enlargement of the center compartment bin and the addition of a front passenger
door power lock in the latter two years respectively. In China, a clone from Shuanghuan Auto ,
called the SR-V, became a center of a design rights controversy, because the latter appeared to
be a blatant copy of Honda's design. In , the CR-V received a mid-cycle refresh. New inch
wheels replaced the previous inch versions. Changes included new taillights and headlights
with clear indicators and two separate H1 bulbs for low beams and high beams, the previous
setup used H4 single bulb for both low and high beams. The taillights now used clear lenses
instead of amber for the turning indicators. The grille was also changed; it had two horizontal
bars instead of one. The front bumper design was slightly changed, it now has round fog lights
compared to the previous trapezium fog lights and in addition to the lower grill there are two
horizontal bars instead of one. The rear bumper reflectors were longer and narrower. On the
inside of the car, the EX trim received upgrades which included steering wheel-mounted audio
controls, an outside temperature monitor and also an electric sunroof. All CR-V models also had
revised rear seat headrests, which had been redesigned to reduce rear view blockage.
Mechanically, the model was also changed. A major change included a drive-by-wire throttle for
all CR-Vs. The all-wheel drive system was improved; it had been tuned to activate faster in low
traction situations. US market models were equipped with a five-speed automatic, as opposed
to the previous four-speed automatic. In the United States and Canada, all MY and later CR-Vs
have anti-lock brakes , electronic brake force distribution , traction control and Vehicle Stability
Assist , front seat-mounted side airbags, and side-curtain airbags with rollover sensors for all
occupants. In Australia, the MY05 facelift went on sale in late Base models made do with only
dual airbags and ABS as standard equipment, while the Sport came equipped with side airbags
for the first time. Curtain airbags were unavailable on any model, until the next generation. For a
more luxurious experience, Honda added a leather interior, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and
heated side mirrors and front seats. Several "Special Edition" models were released, beginning
in Building upon the "Base", Winter Classic added alloy wheels, side steps, as well as a tow bar,
while the Sport Winter Classic gained roof racks, nudge bar and foglights, however, did without
the towbar. Later within this iteration, in , an SE model was launched, featuring rear parking
sensors, nudge bar and 16' alloy wheels. It was sold between October and November Running
throughout , the CR-V "Extra" brought with it 16 inch alloy wheels and side airbags. The third
generation CR-V went on sale in the U. Unlike preceding models, it features a rear liftgate rather

than a side-opening rear door and no longer has the spare tire mounted on the rear door. For
the model year, the CR-V received style, powertrain and equipment changes. Changes included
a redesigned front fascia with a new horizontal-slat chrome grille and honeycomb-designed
lower front grille, new front bumper, and revised tail lights. The rear bumper was redesigned, as
well as new five split-spoke inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L models. The interior received
minor changes, including seat fabrics, as well as wider driver and front-passenger armrests.
The audio head unit controls were altered and the information display backlighting in the
gauges was changed to blue, instead of the previous black. It is powered with a 2. The facelifted
model year CR-V went on sale during October The structure has been modified to improve
crash performance, particularly in the IIHS 's small offset crash test. The suspension shock
absorbers, springs, anti-roll bars and lower control arms are also revised to improve ride
performance, while a reduced Sales began in the U. It uses the same Honda compact global
platform introduced on the tenth generation Civic. The fifth generation of CR-V is available in
5-seater and 7-seater variant. The base engine is an Earth Dreams 2. For the model year , Honda
has made the 1. The i-DTEC turbodiesel engine has been revised from having a single
variable-nozzle turbocharger in the earlier version to having two turbochargers - one for low
RPMs and the other for high RPMs - to minimise turbo lag. It uses an aluminum cylinder head
paired to an open-deck cylinder block, with shorter and thinner piston skirts to reduce
mechanical friction to levels comparable to a gasoline engine. Honda Sensing is standard on all
CR-V trim levels for and adds traffic sign recognition. LED daytime running lights , 18" alloy
wheels and electronic parking brake with a new auto-hold feature are available. Indonesian
models went on sale on 17 June The Indonesian model top trim Prestige is equipped with
5-spoke inch Modulo alloy wheels not seen in other markets. In the Philippines , the 1. The fifth
generation CR-V was also launched in Japan on 30 August and went on sale on the following
day, making it the return of the CR-V for the Japanese domestic market after a two-year hiatus
since the fourth generation CR-V was discontinued there in August It was previously displayed
on 27 October at the Tokyo Motor Show , announced on 29 September The CR-V hybrid, which
was previewed at the Frankfurt Motor Show, goes on sale in early with a fuel economy
comparable to diesel competitors. Honda expects sales to split equally between gasoline and
hybrid in three years. For the first time in North America, the refreshed model introduced a
hybrid powertrain as an option. The CR-V Hybrid features a 2. The hybrid version is assembled
at Honda's Greensburg, Indiana assembly plant which also produces the standard gasoline-only
CR-V, while the powertrain is assembled in Anna, Ohio. The previously-available 2. Additionally,
the CR-V's suite of advanced safety features are standard on every trim level, meaning even the
most affordable CR-V provides adaptive cruise control and the latest crash prevention
technology. Other changes for the CR-V include larger inch alloy wheels on top-line Touring
models, redesigned inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L trims, a revised front fascia with a new
upper grille which also features a blue-outlined Honda 'H' emblem on CR-V Hybrid models ,
revised side skirts with chrome inserts, a new rear bumper with chrome insert, a push
button-controlled CVT for CR-V Hybrid models, LED front fog lamps on most models except on
the base LX trim , new exterior color options and standard Honda Sensing driver assistance
technology for all models. The facelifted CR-V was also released in Thailand on 14 July ,
including the panoramic sunroof, wireless charger, Honda Sensing, automatic-dimming
rear-view mirror and memory seat, and the 1. Honda Malaysia has officially launched the
facelifted CR-V on 5 November , which gets some minor styling changes and new features. The
base variant remains the 2. The remaining two variants are both turbocharged, with the 1. The
Prestige variant comes with Honda Sensing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other
uses, see CRV. Compact crossover SUV manufactured by Honda. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 2. Main
article: Honda CR-V third generation. Main article: Honda CR-V fourth generation. Petrol : 1.
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